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New and Changed Information 
This section describes the new and changed features in this release. 

New Alarms Added
The following new alarms have been added in this release:

 DB resync is needed

 DB resync is not needed

 All SMSC Notification Server Down (AllSMSCNotificationServerDown)

 At Least One SMSC Notification Server Up (AtLeastOneSMSCNotificationServerUp)

 SMSC Notification Server Down (SMSCNotificationServerDown)

 SMSC Notification Server Up (SMSCNotificationServerUp)

 All Email Notification Server Down (AllEmailNotificationServerDown)
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 At Least One Email Notification Server Up (AtLeastOneEmailNotificationServerUp)

 Email Notification Server Down (EmailNotificationServerDown)

 Email Notification Server Up (EmailNotificationServerUp)

 Percentage of LDAP retry threshold Exceeded

 Percentage of LDAP retry threshold Normal

 LDAP Requests as percentage of CCR-I Dropped

 LDAP Requests as percentage of CCR-I Normal

 LDAP Request Dropped

 LDAP Requests Normal

 LDAP Query Result Dropped

 LDAP Query Result Normal

 Average Gx Message processing Dropped

 Average Gx Message processing Normal

For more information, refer to Cisco Policy Suite/Mobile Orchestration Gateway Alarming and SNMP Guide and Cisco 
Policy Suite Troubleshooting Guide for this release.

General

VMware vSphere 6.0 Support
This release provides support for VMware vSphere® 6.0 and the ESXi™ 6.0 Hypervisor. For details about deploying CPS 
on ESXi 6.0, refer to the CPS Installation Guide.

For more details about VMware vSphere 6.0, refer to: 
http://www.vmware.com/files/pdf/vsphere/VMW-WP-vSPHR-Whats-New-6-0-PLTFRM.pdf

Grafana Enhancements
This release includes an updated version of Grafana (2.5.0). 

Existing dashboards can be migrated after upgrading CPS to 8.0. For more information about the migration steps and 
about the changes to the Grafana interface, refer to the Graphite and Grafana chapter of the CPS Operations Guide.

Enhanced Swap Solution
For all CPS VMs, the linux kernel's swappiness value now defaults to 1, which makes the kernel behave conservatively 
about using swap space. It will not start using swap until memory is close to being exhausted. The use of swap space 
remains as a safety net in the event that memory consumption increases to an unexpected level. In such a case, a low 
memory trap will be sent and the affected VM may begin to swap. 

Any low memory trap should be investigated as soon as possible, as active swapping may incur a substantial 
performance penalty. This change in the swappiness level is recommended when solid state storage is used to avoid 
excess wear and tear.

To verify the swap settings on any CPS VM after upgrading to Release 8.1.0, run the following command and look for an 
output of ‘1’
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cat /proc/sys/vm/swappiness

1

To determine if any of the swap partition is in use, run the following command and refer to the Used value:

swapon -s

Filename                                Type            Size    Used    Priority

/dev/sda1                               partition       4194300 0       -1

Import/Export CPS Service Configurations
Note: This feature is currently supported as lab quality only.

CPS now supports the ability to export and import service configurations to a file. The feature provides the following 
options: 

 export without environment data, which allows exporting configuration from a lab and into another environment 
without destroying the new system's environment specific data.

 export only environment data, which provides a way to back up the system-specific environmental information. 

 export the service configuration with environment data, which acts as a complete backup of both service 
configurations and environmental data.

This functionality is provided via a new browser-based utility: 

HA: https://<lbvip01>:7443/doc/import.html

All in One (AIO): http://<ip>:7070/doc/import.html

Multiple SMSC and Email Notification Servers 

Multiple SMSC Server Support
CPS now supports the ability to configure multiple Short Message Service Center (SMSC) servers through which users 
can receive SMS notifications. In previous releases, only one primary and one secondary SMSC server were configurable. 

When multiple SMSC servers are configured, CPS utilizes a round-robin selection scheme to distribute the SMS 
notifications. No weighting is used when selecting the SMSC servers from the configured pool. 

Refer to the Notification Services chapter of the CPS Mobile Configuration Guide for more information about this feature.

Multiple Email Server Support
In previous releases, CPS could only be configured to send email notifications to one (primary) email server. In this 
release, CPS now supports:

 configuration of a secondary email server, to act as a backup server to the primary email server supported in previous 
releases.

 or, alternatively, configuration of multiple email servers in a pool. 

When multiple email servers are configured, CPS utilizes a round-robin selection scheme to distribute the email 
notifications. No weighting is used when selecting the email servers from the configured pool of servers. 

Refer to the Notification Services chapter of the CPS Mobile Configuration Guide for more information about this feature.
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New Counters
A new counter (G,cluster,vm.active) has been added to report the number of VMs reporting statistics during the last five 
minutes in a CPS Cluster.

Policy Builder GUI displays SVN Revision and Repository
From 8.0 release onwards, Policy Builder will display SVN Revision and Repository information at the top of the screen 
as shown below:

Rx Stale Session Removal
CPS supports removal of an Rx session on receiving an Rx RAA with a result code of 
DIAMETER_UNKNOWN_SESSION_ID (5002) or DIAMETER_UNABLE_TO_COMPLY (5012). Correspondingly, Gx rules 
will also be removed by sending Gx RAR to PCEF.

Configuration of Application Level ZMQ Reconnection
In earlier releases (prior to 8.1.0 release), by default, application level zmq reconnection was enabled and there was no 
configuration available to disable it. In this release, application level zmq reconnection can now be enabled or disabled 
based on the customer requirements. By default, application level zmq reconnection is disabled (false). 

To enable application level zmq reconnection, add the parameter to /etc/broadhop/qns.conf

-Dzmq.application.level.reconnect=true

Possible values: true, false

SMSC Notification Callback Number
A new parameter Callback Number has been added in SMS Notification interface. The new parameter is a part of SMPP 
Protocol. Whenever a notification is sent, a call back number will also be part of the notification so that the recipient can 
reply or call back to the number in the notification. For example, an operator can specify their call-center number for 
subscribers to call back.

Mobile
For more information on the listed features, refer to Cisco Policy Suite Mobile Configuration Guide for this release.
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Enhancement of 'Identifier' Field in SpendingLimitReport Object
Previously the “Identifier” field in the SpendingLimitReport service configuration object supported sending identifiers as 
a list of strings. Sending a single value towards the OCS was not supported.

To reconfigure the service option:

1. Login to Policy Builder, then click the Services tab.

2. Go to Use Case Template. Select SpendingLimitReport from Service Configurations. Select Identifier in the right 
pane, then click Remove. 
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3. Click Add. Select Identifier, then click OK.

4. Go to the Service Option. Select SpendingLimitReport from Service Configurations. Select Identifier in the right 
pane, then click Remove to remove the Identifier parameter.
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5. Click Add. Select Identifier (List), then click OK.
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6. To add identifiers select Identifier in the right pane and click Add Child.

7. The value of identifier can be set directly or can be pulled from Subscriber AVP Code, CRD, or session.
8
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The following screen shows an example configuration:

8. Save and Publish to Runtime Environment.

Support 3GPP2 IP-CAN-Type
CPS supports 3GPP2 IP-CAN-Type so that the service provider can apply policies to the users in eHRPD. To support 
this, a new check box Imsi Based Nai has been added in Gx Client interface in Policy Builder.

The subscriber is identified to the PCRF using “IMSI based NAI”, where the identity is represented in NAI form as 
specified in RFC 4282 [5], and formatted as defined in 3GPP TS 23.003 [6], clause 19.3.2. The IMSI based NAI is sent 
within the Subscription-Id AVP with the Subscription-Id-Type set to END_USER_NAI at IP-CAN session establishment.

VoLTE Dynamic QoS Selection Based on Codec Details
For deploying VoLTE, CPS supports the ability to configure the QoS settings for dynamic rules based not only on the 
codec data but also on additional codec details, e.g. the clock rate so that the customer can provide HD quality voice to 
their subscribers.

CPS supports configurations based only on the codec data if desired or string match with wildcards or similar if needed. 
Wildcards supports leading, middle and trailing wildcards. Multiple wildcards are possible in a single string.

CPS supports wildcards in configuring the input fields 'Codec Data Pattern' and 'Codec Details Pattern' columns. It is 
also backward compatible. Before this requirement 'Codec Data' column was present in Policy Builder and now it has 
been renamed to 'Codec Data Pattern' along with new column 'Codec Details Pattern', so for backward compatibility 
CPS can populate the value of 'Codec Data' column value to 'Codec Data Pattern' column if the customer is using the 
older Policy Builder configuration. 

Customized Response to Diameter Errors
CPS now provides the ability to configure retry attempts on receipt of a specific Diameter error code. The number of 
retries can be configured for each interface, message type, and specific Diameter error code. 
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The following interfaces and request messages are supported:

CPS can also be configured to wait a specific number of milliseconds before retrying using the Action Timer (Ms) 
parameter. 

The existing Diameter Configuration > Message Timeouts screen in Policy Builder has been enhanced to support this 
new functionality. The table has also been renamed to Message Timeouts and Retry Configuration to reflect this new 
capability.

For more information, refer to the Message Timeout and Retry Configuration section in the Diameter Configuration 
chapter of the CPS Mobile Configuration Guide.

Session Re-evaluation Diffusion
The existing rate-limiting functionality in CPS has been enhanced in this release to prevent spikes in traffic when a large 
number of sessions qualify for re-evaluation at the exact same time. 

CPS already supports the ability to control re-evaluation traffic by limiting the maximum rate of transactions per second 
(TPS) in Policy Builder. For example, if 3000 sessions are simultaneously qualified for re-evaluation, and CPS’s rate limit 
TPS is set to 2000, CPS will split up these transactions, but in this scenario the system would still encounter a spike of 
2000 transactions given this configuration.

Now when a TPS rate limiting condition is encountered, CPS will divide the total number of transactions to be processed 
into a configurable number of “buckets” of smaller transactions (default: 50). CPS will process each bucket of 
transactions, one by one, until all have been processed. 

This functionality also includes a configurable delay between the processing of each bucket. 

This new functionality is enabled by default. Refer to the System Configuration section of the CPS Mobile Configuration 
Guide for more information about this enhancement.

Interface Request Message

Gx RAR

Rx RAR, ASR

Sd RAR, TSR

Sy SLR, STR

Gy RAR
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The following illustration shows the new Re-evaluation diffusion buckets and Re-evaluation diffusion interval 
parameters which have been added to the Cluster configuration screen in Policy Builder. 

SIP Forking Indication
CPS now supports SIP forking as described in 3GPP TS 29.214 Release 11 and 3GPP TS 29.213 Release 11. For details, 
refer to listed specifications. 

CPS detects SIP forking on receiving a AAR with SIP-Forking-Indication AVP set to value SEVERAL_DIALOGUES. All 
future SIP forking AARs are handled as per logic defined in 3GPP TS 29.214 Rel 11 specifications. This also results in 
change in behavior with respect to rules that are pushed towards PCEF over Gx (Refer 3GPP TS 29.213 Rel 11). On 
receiving final SIP forking AAR, all previous rules are removed and new ones are installed based on service information 
in final AAR. If any rule has updated policy, it is modified (re-installed without removing it).

All non SIP forking Rx messages are processed as per existing implementation.

Sd Stale Application Detection
CPS now supports configuration of a Diameter Sd stale session timer in Policy Builder. Based on the timer value 
configured, CPS sends a RAR to TDF to check if the user is still active and accessing the applications defined. If there is 
no activity on the Sd interface for the timer value configured only then the stale session detection RAR would be triggered 
from CPS. If there is a CCR-U or RAR on Sd mid-session, the next evaluation time for the Sd session is updated further 
by timer value configured.

On detection that the session is stale, possible actions are:

 Continue (default): In case of Continue, CPS just continues with the session and does not clear the session from the 
DB.

 Terminate: In case of Terminate, CPS removes the session from database after triggering a Session Removal RAR 
over Sd interface.

 Reinitiate: In case of Reinitiate, CPS first triggers a Session Removal RAR over Sd interface. Once we receive Sd RAR 
response (any result-code), CPS removes the old session and triggers creation of a new session by sending out a 
TSR towards TDF.
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Detection of Stale Sy Sessions
CPS now supports the ability to configure a Diameter stale session timer for the Sy interface in Policy Builder. This timer 
prevents stale sessions which might persist on CPS but which no longer exist on the OCS. 

Based on the timer value configured, CPS sends an SLR(Intermediate) to the OCS to check if the session is still active 
and to get the status of corresponding policy counters. If there is no activity on the Sy interface for the timer value 
configured only then the stale session detection SLR(Intermediate) would be triggered from CPS. If there is a SNR-SNA 
on Sy mid-session, the next evaluation time for the Sy session would be updated further by the timer value configured.

A new configuration Stale Session Configuration has been added to the Diameter Configuration screen to configure the 
stale session timer values corresponding to different interfaces GX_TGPP, SD_V11 and SY_V11. The default Stale 
Session Timer setting is 180 minutes. In the event that multiple values are configured for a particular interface, the 
smallest configured timer value is used.

The existing Gx Stale Session Timer parameter is retained on this screen for backward compatibility. The display name 
for this parameter has changed in this release to Default Gx Stale Session Timer Minutes. 

A new counter (Sy_SLR_validation_total_sent) has been added to report the number of SLR(Intermediate) triggered over 
the Sy interface as a result of the stale session timer expiry.

Support for SCTP
With 8.0 release, CPS now extends its Diameter interfaces to support SCTP (Stream Control Transmission Protocol). 
SCTP is an alternative transport protocol which is message oriented, ensures reliability and provides in-sequence 
transport of messages. SCTP supports features like Multi-homing which allows endpoints to connect using more than 
one IP address enabling transparent fail-over between redundant network paths. 

Backward Compatibility:
 There will be no impact on Diameter messages communicated over TCP transport.

 After upgrading CPS with SCTP support, Policy Builder will not show any errors in Diameter Stack configuration. Old 
stack configuration will be shown with default TCP transport.

SCTP can be enabled/disabled during CPS installation. By default, SCTP is enabled. For more information, refer to the 
SCTP Configuration section of the CPS Installation Guide.
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For CPS deployment with SCTP, the Diameter connection ends directly on the Policy Directors (instead of HAProxy). So 
the Policy Director process binds directly to the external virtual IP address to connect to its peer. So during installation 
for SCTP deployment, users can have a different external virtual IP address for HAProxy (for TCP) and another set of 
external virtual IP addresses for diameter_endpoints (for SCTP) in the Policy Director. HAProxy configuration must be 
updated to remove the entries for the SCTP Policy Director.

Restrictions:
 HAProxy does not support SCTP and so CPS cannot support the same load-balancing features (provided by 

HAProxy) when enabled with SCTP.

 While using the multi-homing feature of SCTP, CPS will use primary path and failover to secondary path when the 
primary path fails. SCTP cannot be used for loadbalancing or load sharing.

In SCTP, multi-homing will be associated with a single Policy Director on a Load-Balancer VM. CPS cannot have 
multi-homing across policy director processes on the same LB VM or across LBs.

Configurable Actions for Diameter Response on Gx and Sy Interfaces
CPS can now be configured to take specific actions for Diameter responses received on the Gx and Sy interfaces based 
on the Diameter result code, command code, application ID and request type included in the response. CPS can be 
configured to continue (default), terminate, or re-initiate the session.

These parameters have been added to a new Result Code Based Action Configuration table on the Diameter 
Configuration screen in Policy Builder, as shown in the following image. .

3GPP R12 Charging Characteristics over Gx
CPS supports the reception of the 3GPP-Charging-Characteristics AVP in Gx CCR messages in conformance with 3GPP 
Rel12 specifications and use the Charging Characteristic (CC) value to control policies. 

The following details are available in Policy Builder:
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 Bind to Session/Policy State Field has a new retriever Gx Request 3gpp-Charging-Characteristics. This retriever 
is used in runtime binding of CRD columns. This retriever is used in runtime binding of CRD columns. This retriever 
returns a string that represents the CC hex value in ASCII text form. 

Alternatively we can define the CRD table to use 3GPP-Charging-Characteristics AVP value in bits form. Use the 
Gx Request 3GPP-Charging-Characteristics (binary String) retriever for 3GPP-Charging-Characteristics value in 
Gx session exposed as binary string and bind to a column in CRD table.

Note: Users can make use of the Best Match feature in CRD table for defining the CC values in regular expression 
for supporting wild-carding for determining the CC profile.

The following example shows a sample configuration that indicates how a user can add entries with regular 
expressions in the CRD table for wildcard matching.

 A Diameter Gx TGPP Session exists condition has a new input-variable chargingCharacteristic. This condition is 
used in use-case initiators.
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This field exposes the CC value in ASCII string format (same value as received in the CCR-I message). There is 
another input-variable chargingCharacteristicBits which parses the CC value and returns a 16 character string 
denoting the CC value in binary form.
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Or use the binary string to compare the CC bits value. 

SaMOG Trusted WLAN Location-based Policies
CPS now supports retrieval of location information from TWAN-Identifier and the use of that information to build 
location-based policies for Wi-Fi users. To support this feature, un-check Use V9 Event Trigger Mapping under 
Diameter Configuration.

Wildcard URN
CPS supports wildcard service URN. For example, if sos.* is configured under Emergency URN List in Policy Builder and 
when Service-URN is received from AF with “sos”, “sos.fire”, “sos.police” and “sos.ambulance” etc. indicating an 
emergency session, CPS applies special policies that are configured for Emergency sessions.
16
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Re-provision PCC Rules during Hand-off
CPS supports selectively re-provisioning the PCC rules based on specific criteria. For example, the PCC rule 
re-provisioning can be triggered when the call is handed off between different RAT technologies. For this a new service 
configuration object called ReprovisionObjects has been added under the gx group as shown below:

The following parameters can be configured for ReprovisionObjects:

1. If the PCC Rules attribute is set to true or when this service configuration object is part of the active policy, then the rules are 
re-provisioned at the PCEF.

2. If the PCC Rules attribute is set to false or when this service configuration object is not part of the active policy, then the rules 
are not re-provisioned at the PCEF unless one of the already provisioned rules have changed or a new rule needs to be installed.

Table 1 ReprovisionObjects

Parameter Description

PCC Rules Specifies whether all the PCC rules (PreDefinedRule, PreDefinedRuleBase, PreConfiguredRule) 
should be re-provisioned or not. Possible values are:

 true: Re-provision all the PCC rules

 false (default): Do not re-provision all the PCC rules
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Rule Failure Handling Enhancements
CPS can now be configured to selectively re-attempt to install certain Policy and Charging Control (PCC) rules that failed 
to install or activate. This configuration takes place in a new Rule Retry Profile screen in Policy Builder under the 
Reference Data tab.
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CPS can be configured with multiple Rule Retry Profiles, each with a unique name. Each type of PCC rule in CPS 
(PreDefinedRule, PreDefinedRuleBase, PreConfiguredRule) now can have an optional extra attribute to reference the 
Rule Retry Profile to be used.

Gx Enhancements 
CPS supports the capability to retry installation of a rule when a rule failure occurs (retry on failure) for PreDefinedRule, 
PreDefinedRuleBase, PreConfiguredRule; see Rule Failure Handling Enhancements, page 18. This retry functionality can 
also now be utilized to have “retry on failure” enabled for “TableDrivenChargingRule”.

A new field called Retry Rule Profile Name has been added to Service configuration under TableDrivenChargingRule 
in Policy Builder. This newly added field can be enabled to have it bound to a specific column of a CRD. The following 
example shows how TableDrivenChargingRule is bound to a column of a CRD whose value is the name of 
Retry-Rule-Profile pre-configured in the Policy Builder.
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 CRD which is used by TableDrivenChargingRule service-configuration:

 Service-Configuration TableDrivenChargingRule has a newly added field Rule Retry Profile Name. This field is 
bound to the Retry Profile Name column of a CRD.
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 The following image shows the CRD records added in Control Center:

Table Driven Charging Rule Refresh on Rule Failure
CPS now supports the ability to install new charging rules based on the Charging rule name and have its status reported 
in CCR-U from the PCEF in the Charging Rule Report AVP for a particular rule/rules. 

A new TableDrivenChargingRuleRefresh service option has been added to support this functionality, as shown below: 

This TableDrivenChargingRuleRefresh service option evaluates the reported Rule Name and Rule Status and outputs a 
Search Group which is then used by TableDrivenChargingRule to derive the new rules to be installed.
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The following screen shows a TableDrivenChargingRuleRefresh Service Configuration with Input Rule Name, Input Rule 
Status, and Output Search Table defined.

Refer to the CPS Mobile Configuration Guide, Gx/Sd Services chapter, Table (CRD) Driven Rule Refresh on Rule Failure 
section for more information.

Support for Override Control AVP
CPS supports OverrideControl specific AVPs in CCA-I and CCA-U responses to the PCEF on the Gx Interface. These 
AVPs are used to override charging parameters for predefined and static rules on the PCEF.

Handling Preliminary Service Information and NPLI
CPS supports PCC procedures for handling Preliminary Service Information and Network Provided Location Information 
(NPLI) as per the 3GPP 29.212 and 3GPP 29.214 specifications.

On receiving preliminary service information from AF, CPS generates the dynamic PCC rule and assigns QCI and ARP 
values of the default bearer to PCC rule to avoid signaling to the UE.

For NPLI, make sure that Use V9 Event Trigger Mapping is not selected in Diameter Configuration (Plugin 
Configuration).

Support for CC Group AVP
CPS supports adding a CC-Group AVP (Credit-Control Group) in the CCA-I response to the PCEF on the Gx Interface. 
This AVP will only be present in the CCA-I. 

CC-Group indicates a Credit-Control group to be selected for the subscriber for differential handling during OCS Outage 
scenarios. 

Sh Interface
CPS now supports the ability to connect to a Home Subscriber Server (HSS) over the Sh interface to parse subscriber 
profile data in order to make policy decisions. 

CPS queries the HSS once on Gx session establishment and caches the subscriber data locally. CPS allows the operator 
to configure which attributes need to be extracted from the User-Data AVP and stored. 

Refer to the Interface Configuration chapter of the CPS Mobile Configuration Guide for more information.
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Support for SIP URI to use IMSI
CPS now supports using the Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) Uniform Resource Identifier (URI) in the user identification 
mechanism when interacting with the HSS on the Sh interface. In this release, CPS can construct the SIP URI from the 
IMSI.

In Policy Builder, a new User Identity AVP Formatting field is added to control the User AVP format as either MSISDN 
TBCD encoding or SIP URI. 

A new SIP Parsing Rules table is also added to determine how the SIP URI is constructed. This table is only used when 
the User Identity Avp Formating field is set to SIP URI. 

ANDSF

Cisco S14 interface Version Control and Backward Compatibility

Old Behavior
Currently, ANDSF Server supports iOS and Android clients. 
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New Behavior
Cisco ANDSF Server is able to send different MO subsets and related interface data to different client versions running 
in different CPS Releases. To support different client versions, ANDSF supports the following functionality:

 CPS version is returned by ANDSF Server to the UE client over a REST endpoint for a valid request.

 ANDSF server must be customizable so that different MO Trees can be returned for different UE Client Software 
Version or for different Customer Networks. 

ANDSF and UE Client both support S14 interface version control. The Version Compatibility Flow for both the Server and 
Client is given below: 

ANDSF Server Version Compatibility

UE Client Version Compatibility

Geographic Redundancy

Active/Active Geographic Redundancy Model Support
CPS now supports Active/Active GR model where traffic from the network is distributed to two CPS clusters concurrently. 
In this reference model, PCEFs are divided within the Service Provider’s network to have a 50/50 % split based on traffic. 
This solution protects against complete site outage as well as link failure towards one or more PCEF sites.

Refer to CPS Geographic Redundancy Guide for more details.
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OpenStack

CPU Pinning
This release supports the ability to pin CPS VM instances to dedicated physical CPU cores in OpenStack Kilo (OSP 7). 
CPU pinning is recommended in OpenStack deployments where hyperthreading is enabled. 

Refer to the CPS with Dynamic Orchestration Guide for more details.

Installation Notes

Download ISO Image
Download the 8.1.0 software package (ISO image) from:

https://software.cisco.com/download/release.html?i=!y&mdfid=284883911&softwareid=284979976&release=8.1.0&o
s=

Md5sum Details: 

4ec55f8679426ef3dd34d380d118663d   CPS_8.1.0_Base.release.tar.gz

56bdc8b309a03358d1612dd0a381dc08 CPS_8.1.0.release.iso

Browser Specific Observation on Windows OS:
 When the base vmdk image is downloaded from the above link using Chrome, the downloaded file name is truncated 

to be “CPS_8.1.0_Base.release.gz”.

 When base vmdk image is download from the above link using Internet Explorer or Firefox, the downloaded file name 
is not truncated and appears correctly as “CPS_8.1.0_Base.release.tar.gz”.

Component Versions
The following table lists the component versions for the CPS 8.1.0 Release:

Table 2 Component Versions

Component 1.1.0.release

ANDSF 1.6.0.release

Audit 3.7.0.release

Balance 1.0.0.release

Cisco API 1.2.0.release

Cisco CPAR 1.2.0.release

Control Center 3.6.0.release

Congestion Reference Data 1.4.0.release

Core 8.1.0.release

Csb 1.1.0.release

Custom Reference Data 2.7.0.release
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New Installations
 VMware Environment, page 26

 Openstack Environment, page 26

VMware Environment
To perform a new installation of CPS 8.1.0 in a VMware environment, follow these steps. 

1. Mount the ISO image to the Cluster Manager.

mkdir /mnt/iso 

mount -o loop xxxx.iso /mnt/iso (where xxxx.iso is the name of the ISO image.) 

cd /mnt/iso 

2. Execute install.sh from the /mnt/iso directory.

3. When prompted, select the New Installation option. 

Refer to the CPS Installation Guide for more information.

Openstack Environment
To perform a new installation of CPS 8.1.0 in an Openstack environment, refer to the CPS Dynamic Orchestration Guide 
for more information.

DHCP 1.6.0.release

Diameter2 3.7.0.release

Dra 1.0.0.release

Fault Management 1.2.0.release

Hotspot 1.0.0.release

ISG Prepaid 2.0.0.release

LDAP 1.8.0.release

Notification 6.1.0.release

Policy Intel 2.5.0.release

POP-3 Authentication 1.6.0.release

RADIUS 3.5.0.release

Recharge Wallet 1.4.0.release

SCE 2.3.0.release

Scheduled Events 1.5.0.release

SPR 2.6.0.release

Unified API 2.6.0.release

Web Services 1.7.0.release

Table 2 Component Versions

Component 1.1.0.release
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Upgrading an Existing CPS Installation
This release provides software upgrade support for:

VMware:
 HA/GR deployments of CPS Release 7.5.1, 7.0.6 or 7.0.5 can be upgraded to Release 8.1.0.

For detailed instructions for upgrading CPS in a VMware environment, refer to the CPS Upgrade Guide.

Note: 

CSCuy28309: Upgrade to 8.1.0 may fail as the entry for installer in /etc/hosts is reset to 127.0.0.1 by the 
install.sh script.

Condition: After beginning the install.sh script, and prior to the option to select the install type, the entry in 
/etc/hosts for “installer” will be reset to 127.0.0.1.

Workaround: 

— Copy the /etc/hosts file before beginning the upgradation process.

— Execute install.sh script.

— When the install pauses and prompts: “Please enter install type”, restore the backed up /etc/hosts file over 
the one modified by the install.sh script or modify the installer entry in /etc/hosts file to reflect the correct 
eth0 IP address.

OpenStack:
 Upgrades to Release 8.1.0 are not supported for CPS deployments on OpenStack.

Post Upgrade Steps

Re-apply Configuration Changes
After the upgrade is finished, compare your modified configuration files that you backed up earlier with the newly 
installed versions. Re-apply any modifications to the configuration files.

Verify Configuration Settings
After the upgrade is finished, verify the following configuration settings. 

Note: Use the default values listed below unless otherwise instructed by your Cisco Technical Representative.

Note: During the upgrade process these configuration files are not overwritten. Only during a new install will these 
settings be applied.

 /etc/broadhop/qns.conf 

-Dmongo.client.thread.maxWaitTime.balance=1200
-DdbSocketTimeout.balance=1000
-DdbConnectTimeout.balance=1200
-Dmongo.connections.per.host.balance=10
-Dmongo.threads.allowed.to.wait.for.connection.balance=10
-Dcontrolcenter.disableAndsf=true 
-DnodeHeartBeatInterval=9000 
-Dcom.mongodb.updaterIntervalMS=400 
-Dcom.mongodb.updaterConnectTimeoutMS=600 
-Dcom.mongodb.updaterSocketTimeoutMS=600 
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-DdbSocketTimeout=1000
-DdbSocketTimeout.balance=1000
-DdbConnectTimeout=1200
-DdbConnectTimeout.balance=1200
-Dmongo.client.thread.maxWaitTime=1200 
-Dstatistics.step.interval=1 
-DshardPingLoopLength=3 
-DshardPingCycle=200 
-DshardPingerTimeoutMs=75 
-Ddiameter.default.timeout.ms=2000 
-Dmongo.connections.per.host=5 
-Dmongo.threads.allowed.to.wait.for.connection=10 
-DmaxLockAttempts=3 
-DretryMs=3 
-DmessageSlaMs=1500 
-DmemcacheClientTimeout=200 
-Dlocking.disable=true 
-Dcom.mongodb.updaterIntervalMS=400
-Dcom.mongodb.updaterConnectTimeoutMS=600
-Dcom.mongodb.updaterSocketTimeoutMS=600
-DdbSocketTimeout=1000
-DdbSocketTimeout.balance=1000
-DdbConnectTimeout=1200
-DdbConnectTimeout.balance=1200

Note: The following setting should be present only for GR (multi-cluster) CPS deployments:

-DclusterFailureDetectionMS=1000 

Note: In an HA or GR deployment with local chassis redundancy, the following setting should be set to true. By 
default this is set to false.

-Dremote.locking.off 

 /etc/broadhop/diameter_endpoint/qns.conf

-Dzmq.send.hwm=1000
-Dzmq.recv.hwm=1000

Reconfigure Service Option
After upgrading from previous release to the current CPS release, Service option configured with Subscriber-Id becomes 
invalid and customer needs to reconfigure multiple Subscriber Id in SpendingLimitReport under Service Configurations.

Additional Notes
The following section contains some additional notes which are necessary for proper installation/working of CPS:

 By default, CPS is installed without the password being set for the qns user. Run the change_passwd.sh script on 
the Cluster Manager to set the password.

 Session Manager Configuration: After a new deployment, session managers are not automatically configured.

a. Edit the /etc/broadhop/mongoConfig.cfg file to ensure all of the data paths are set to /var/data and not /data.

b. Then execute the following command from pcrfclient01 to configure all the replication sets:

/var/qps/bin/support/mongo/build_set.sh --all --create

 Default gateway in lb01/lb02: After the installation, the default gateway might not be set to the management LAN. If 
this is the case, change the default gateway to the management LAN gateway.
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 The following new parameters have been added in /etc/broadhop/qns.conf file.

— -DdbSocketTimeout.spr: Configures a separate socket timeout for the SPR mongo database. This helps the 
mongo db regex search function operate as expected for the Control Center GUI and is only viable when the 
SPR read preference is set to SecondaryPreferred. If the SPR read preference is set to Primary like the Session 
DB, then Cisco highly recommends that the dbSocketTimeout parameter is used and the same timeout is set for 
SPR. Default = 60000

— -DdbSocketTimeout.remoteSpr: For use only when configuring remote SPR database access via Policy Builder. 
The wait time in milliseconds for query/insert/update/delete on the SPR database, before it can be timed out. 
Default = 60000

In addition to the above mentioned new parameters, the name of the already existing parameter 
dbSocketTimeout.remoateBalance has been changed to dbSocketTimeout.remoteBalance.

— -DdbSocketTimeout.remoteBalance: For use only when configuring remote balance database access via Policy 
Builder. The wait time in milliseconds for query/insert/update/delete on the balance database, before it can be 
timed out. Default = 60000

— -DenableReloadDictionary: If this flag is set to true, qns reloads the dictionary to local cache every 30 sec but 
if the flag is set to false, qns loads the dictionary first time on start after that it does not reload the dictionary. 
Default: false

 Configuration parameter outboundMessageSlaMs and outboundMessageQueueSize have been renamed to 
inboundMessageSlaMs and inboundMessageQueueSize respectively. If Message Sla Ms and Inound Message 
Queue Size is specified in Policy Builder under Inbound Message Overload Handling, then no configuration change 
is needed. 

If parameters outboundMessageSlaMs and outboundMessageQueueSize are specified in qns.conf, then the 
parameter names need to be updated to inboundMessageSlaMs and inboundMessageQueueSize, respectively 
otherwise default value of 9000 and 150000 respectively will be used. After modifying the configuration on Cluster 
Manager execute reinit.sh or copytoall.sh scripts for applying the changes on all VMs as described in CPS 
Installation Guide for this release.

 CSCux20675: High message timeouts observed after qnsxx power on

Symptom: High Timeouts observed when qnsxx is brought back into service/recovered after an VM outage.

Conditions/Scenario: Normal HA setup with call model running.

Workaround: Any recovery (blade/VM) should done during off-peak hour when other VMs CPU is < 50%.

 CSCux27552: Selector popup window is not displayed.

Symptom: In Service editor, under P-GW tab, select Gx group > APN Mapping service configuration. When the user 
clicks Diameter Client field, Diameter Client selector pop-up window is not displayed.

In Reference Data tab > Domain editor, click Advanced Rules tab. When the user clicks Default Service field, 
Diameter Client selector pop-up window is not displayed.

Workaround: Manually modify the following installed PBJ configuration files:

— File: /var/www/html/pbj/app/Plugin/MOBILE/Controller/DiameterClientsController.php:

Previous code: $this->render('elements/DiameterClients/DiameterClientEditor');

New code: $this->render('Elements/DiameterClients/DiameterClientEditor');

— File: /var/www/html/pbj/app/Plugin/MOBILE/Controller/GxClientsController.php

Previous code: $this->render('elements/GxClients/GxClientEditor');
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New code: $this->render('Elements/GxClients/GxClientEditor');

— File: /var/www/html/pbj/app/Plugin/MOBILE/Controller/GyClientsController.php

Previous code: $this->render('MOBILE.Elements/GyClients/GyClientEditor');

New code: $this->render('Elements/GyClients/GyClientEditor');

— File: /var/www/html/pbj/app/Plugin/MOBILE/View/Elements/GxClients/GxClientsSelector.ctp

Previous code: require('MOBILE/js/gxClient/gxClients_selector.js').then(function(){

New code: require('MOBILE/js/gxClient/gxClients_Selector.js').then(function(){

— File: /var/www/html/pbj/app/Controller/DomainsController.php

Previous code: $this->render('/Elements/services/ServiceSelector');

New code: $this->render('/Elements/Services/ServiceSelector');

MoP for Configuring TCP Parameters and Deploying Network Cutter
If one of the qns blades goes down, LB would still maintain connections to those qns' and would start sending traffic 
which results in timeouts. The network cutter utility 'cuts' those unnecessary connections. To have the utility running, we 
need to execute this MOP and configure the utility under monit.

Configuring TCP Parameters
1. Login to Cluster VM. 

2. Add the following in /etc/puppet/modules/qps/files/etc/lb.sysctl.conf file on CM:

net.ipv4.tcp_retries2=3
net.ipv4.tcp_keepalive_time=15
net.ipv4.tcp_keepalive_probes=15
net.ipv4.tcp_keepalive_intvl=2

3. Execute build_puppet.sh script to rebuild puppet:

/var/qps/install/current/scripts/build/build_puppet.sh

4. Login/SSH to lb01 of cluster-A.

a. Execute the following commands from lb01 of cluster-A: 

echo 3 > /proc/sys/net/ipv4/tcp_retries2 

echo 15 > /proc/sys/net/ipv4/tcp_keepalive_time

echo 15 >/proc/sys/net/ipv4/tcp_keepalive_intvl

echo 2 > /proc/sys/net/ipv4/tcp_keepalive_probes

b. Verify if sysctl parameters are changed by executing the following commands:

sysctl -a | grep tcp_keepalive

sysctl -a | grep tcp_retr

5. Login/SSH to lb02 of cluster-A and repeat Steps a. on page 30 and b. on page 30.

6. Execute Steps 1. on page 30 to 5. on page 30 above for the other cluster as well.
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Deploying Network Cutter
1. Contact your Cisco Representative to request the network cutter utility.

2. Untar the package to any temporary directory and verify the components in the package.

ls -ltr 
perl-NetPacket-1.3.0-1.el6.noarch.rpm
perl-Net-RawIP-0.25-1.el6.rf.x86_64.rpm
perl-Net-Pcap-0.16-2.el6.x86_64.rpm
libnet-1.1.6-7.el6.x86_64.rpm
fping-3.9-1.el6.rf.x86_64.rpm
network-cutter.jar
startcutter.sh
stopcutter.sh
killcx

3. Login to lb01 of cluster-A.

a. Create the following directory using the mkdir command:

mkdir -p /opt/broadhop/tools/network-cutter

b. Copy the package into any temporary directory.

c. Untar the package and copy the script/files to respective locations. 

d. Copy the network-cutter.jar to /opt/broadhop/tools/network-cutter.

e. Copy the killcx to /var/tmp/test/.

f. Copy startcutter.sh and stopcutter.sh scripts to /opt/broadhop/tools/network-cutter.

cp -p startcutter.sh /opt/broadhop/tools/network-cutter/

cp -p stopcutter.sh /opt/broadhop/tools/network-cutter/

g. Install RPM packages. These RPM files are in the temporary directory where you extracted the tar.gz package file.

rpm -ivh perl-NetPacket-1.3.0-1.el6.noarch.rpm

rpm -ivh perl-Net-RawIP-0.25-1.el6.rf.x86_64.rpm

rpm -ivh perl-Net-Pcap-0.16-2.el6.x86_64.rpm

rpm -Uvh  libnet-1.1.6-7.el6.x86_64.rpm

rpm -Uvh  fping-3.9-1.el6.rf.x86_64.rpm

4. Verify whether RPM is installed or not.

5. Steps to integrate with monit and start java process.

a. Change permissions of these scripts to executable by executing the following commands:

cd /opt/broadhop/tools/network-cutter/

chmod +x startcutter.sh

chmod +x stopcutter.sh

b. Create file /etc/monit.d/cutter and add the following contents:

check process cutter with pidfile /var/run/cutter.pid
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start = "/opt/broadhop/tools/network-cutter/startcutter.sh"

stop = "/opt/broadhop/tools/network-cutter/stopcutter.sh"

c. Restart monit service.

service monit restart

d. Verify status of cutter using monit summary.

e. Verify if cutter has started by executing the following command:

ps -ef | grep cutter

Check if log file is created in /opt/broadhop/tools/network-cutter/cutter.log.

f. Enable log rotation for cutter.log file.

Create file /etc/logrotate.d/cutter

/opt/broadhop/tools/network-cutter/cutter.log {

missingok

notifempty

compress

size 10M

rotate 5

daily

}

g. Test log rotate by executing the following command: 

logrotate -f /etc/logrotate.d/cutter

Check whether cutter.log.1.gz has been created in /opt/broadhop/tools/network-cutter/.
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Also, execute monstop cutter and monstart cutter to see if new log file has been created.

6. Login to lb02 of cluster-A and repeat the Steps 3. on page 31 to 5. on page 31.

7. Login to cluster-B and repeat the Steps 3. on page 31 to 5. on page 31.

Post Deployment (Network Cutter) Verification
Verify whether monit restarts the cutter application automatically after stopping.

Limitations and Restrictions
This section covers the following topics:

 Limitations, page 33

 Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE), page 35

Limitations
 If you have a system with the old installer (6.1 or prior), it is mandatory to use the new installer to create VMs and 

use the new release trains. The latest 8.1.0 release train does not work with the old environment (AIO/HA).

 Solicited Application Reporting

The following are some restrictions on configuration for the new service options:

— The pre-configured ADC rule generated by CRD lookup has ADC-Rule-Install AVP definition with support for 
only three AVPs ADC-Rule-Name, TDF-Application-Identifier, Mute-Notification.

— For AVPs which are multi-valued, CRD tables are expected to have multiple records - each giving the same 
output.

— Comma(,) is not a valid character to be used in values for referenced CRD column in SdToggleConfiguration.

— AVP Table currently only supports OctetStringAvp value for AVP Data-type.

 During performance testing, it has been found that defining a large number of QoS Group of Rule Definitions for a 
single sessions results in degraded CPU performance. Testing with 50 QoS Group of Rule Definitions resulted in a 
2x increase in CPU consumption. The relationship appears to be a linear relationship to the number of defined QoS 
Group of Rule Definitions on a service.

 Hour Boundary Enhancement

Change in cell congestion level when look-ahead rule is already installed:
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If a cell congestion value changes for current hour or any of the look-ahead hours, there will be no change in rule 
sent for the rules which are already installed.

No applicability to QoS Rules:

The look-ahead works for PCC rules only where we have rule activation/deactivation capabilities and can install 
upcoming changes in advance. However, if the RAN Congestion use case is changed to use the QoS-Info AVP 
instead of using PCC rules, we need to fall back to the current RAR on the hour boundary implementation for that 
use case since the standard do not let us install QoS-info changes ahead of time like we can with PCC rules. 

 The Cluster Manager's internal (private) network IP address must be assigned to the host name “installer” in the 
/etc/hosts file. If not, backup/restore scripts (env_import.sh, env_export.sh) will have access issues to 
pcrfclient01/pcrfclient02 VMs.

 The linux VM message.log files repeatedly report errors similar to:

vmsvc [warning] [guestinfo] RecordRoutingInfo: Unable to collect IPv4 routing table.

This is a known issue affecting ESXi 5.x. Currently, there is no workaround. The messages.log file entries are 
cosmetic and can be safely ignored. For more information, refer to:

http://kb.vmware.com/selfservice/microsites/search.do?language=en_US&cmd=displayKC&externalId=2094561

 Issue: Currently, Active/Active Geographic Redundancy deployment for MOG is not supported.

Workaround: Geo Redundancy deployment in MOG can be achieved by using Active/Standby scenario.

 Issue: Currently, MOG APIs can only be accessed through lbvip01 i.e., OAM interface. Other interfaces for MOG APIs 
cannot be specified for now.

Workaround: 

a. The following changes needs to be done in haproxy.cfg file.

— Manually update the puppet configuration file 
(/var/qps/install/<version>/puppet/modules/qps/templates/etc/haproxy/haproxy.cfg) on 
cluman.

— We also need to update MOG API section and change the management_vip_alias to required.

— After the update execute build_all.sh, reinit.sh and restartall.sh.

b. Corresponding to each additional VIP the CIB needs to be changed. To change CIB, perform the following steps:

— On lb01 get the existing CIB information by executing the following command:

cibadmin --query > tmp.xml

— In tmp.xml file, add new primitive section in resources section for each VIP.

— Enable the new configuration by executing the following command:

cibadmin --replace --xml-file tmp.xml
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Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE)
The following is the list of publicly known Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE) apply to this version of CPS:

Table 3 Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures

Vulnerability CVE Number Summary Technical Details

Pacemaker 
1.1.10

CVE-2013-0281 Pacemaker contains a 
vulnerability that could 
allow an unauthenticated, 
remote attacker to cause 
a denial of service 
condition on a targeted 
system. Updates are 
available.

The vulnerability exists because the network socket used by 
the affected software fails to close a remote connection after 
a certain period of inactivity. An unauthenticated, remote 
attacker could exploit this vulnerability by connecting to the 
Pacemaker socket. When connected, the socket may wait for 
an infinite amount of time to perceive the authentication 
credentials, which could allow the attacker to block all other 
connection attempts, causing a DoS condition for legitimate 
users.

Network 
Time 
Protocol

CVE-2015-7691/
CVE-2015-7692/
CVE-2015-7702

Denial of Service AutoKey 
Malicious Message

The fix for CVE-2014-9750 was incomplete in that there were 
certain code paths where a packet with particular autokey 
operations that contained malicious data was not always 
being completely validated. Receipt of these packets can 
cause ntpd to crash.

CVE-2015-7701 Denial of Service 
CRYPTO_ASSOC 
Memory Leak

If ntpd is configured to use autokey, then an attacker can send 
packets to ntpd that will, after several days of ongoing attack, 
cause it to run out of memory.

CVE-2015-7703 Configuration Directive 
File Overwrite 
Vulnerability

If ntpd is configured to allow for remote configuration, and if 
the (possibly spoofed) source IP address is allowed to send 
remote configuration requests, and if the attacker knows the 
remote configuration password, it's possible for an attacker to 
use the “pidfile” or “driftfile” directives to potentially overwrite 
other files.

CVE-2015-7704/
CVE-2015-7705

Clients that receive a KoD 
should validate the origin 
timestamp field

An ntpd client that honors Kiss-of-Death responses will honor 
KoD messages that have been forged by an attacker, causing 
it to delay or stop querying its servers for time updates. Also, 
an attacker can forge packets that claim to be from the target 
and send them to servers often enough that a server that 
implements KoD rate limiting will send the target machine a 
KoD response to attempt to reduce the rate of incoming 
packets, or it may also trigger a firewall block at the server for 
packets from the target machine. For either of these attacks 
to succeed, the attacker must know what servers the target is 
communicating with. An attacker can be anywhere on the 
Internet and can frequently learn the identity of the target's 
time source by sending the target a time query. 

CVE-2015-7848 Network Time Protocol 
ntpd multiple integer 
overflow read access 
violations 

When processing a specially crafted private mode packet, an 
integer overflow can occur leading to out of bounds memory 
copy operation. The crafted packet needs to have the correct 
message authentication code and a valid timestamp. When 
processed by the NTP daemon, it leads to an immediate 
crash. 

CVE-2015-7849 Network Time Protocol 
password Memory 
Corruption Vulnerability

An exploitable use-after-free vulnerability exists in the 
password management functionality of the Network Time 
Protocol. A specially crafted key file could cause a buffer 
overflow resulting in memory corruption. An attacker could 
provide a malicious password file to trigger this vulnerability.
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CDETS
The following sections lists Open CDETS and Resolved CDETS for Cisco Policy Suite. For your convenience in locating 
CDETS in Cisco’s Bug Toolkit, the caveat titles listed in this section are drawn directly from the Bug Toolkit database. 
These caveat titles are not intended to be read as complete sentences because the title field length is limited. In the 
caveat titles, some truncation of wording or punctuation might be necessary to provide the most complete and concise 
description. 

Note: If you are a registered cisco.com user, view Bug Toolkit on cisco.com at the following website:

https://tools.cisco.com/bugsearch

To become a registered cisco.com user, go to the following website:

CVE-2015-7850 Network Time Protocol 
Remote Configuration 
Denial of Service 
Vulnerability

An exploitable denial of service vulnerability exists in the 
remote configuration functionality of the Network Time 
Protocol. A specially crafted configuration file could cause an 
endless loop resulting in a denial of service. An attacker could 
provide a the malicious configuration file to trigger this 
vulnerability.

CVE-2015-7851 Network Time Protocol 
ntpd saveconfig Directory 
Traversal Vulnerability

A potential path traversal vulnerability exists in the config file 
saving of ntpd on VMS. A specially crafted path could cause 
a path traversal potentially resulting in files being overwritten. 
An attacker could provide a malicious path to trigger this 
vulnerability.

CVE-2015-7852 Network Time Protocol 
ntpq atoascii Memory 
Corruption Vulnerability

A potential off by one vulnerability exists in the cookedprint 
functionality of ntpq. A specially crafted buffer could cause a 
buffer overflow potentially resulting in null byte being written 
out of bounds.

CVE-2015-7853 Network Time Protocol 
Reference Clock Memory 
Corruption Vulnerability 

A potential buffer overflow vulnerability exists in the refclock 
of ntpd. An invalid length provided by a hardware reference 
clock could cause a buffer overflow potentially resulting in 
memory being modified. A malicious reflock could provide a 
negative length to trigger this vulnerability.

CVE-2015-7854 Network Time Protocol 
Password Length 
Memory Corruption 
Vulnerability

A potential buffer overflow vulnerability exists in the password 
management functionality of ntp. A specially crafted key file 
could cause a buffer overflow potentially resulting in memory 
being modified. An attacker could provide a malicious 
password to trigger this vulnerability.

CVE-2015-7855 Denial of Service Long 
Control Packet Message

If ntpd is fed a crafted mode 6 or mode 7 packet containing 
an unusually long data value where a network address is 
expected, the decodenetnum() function will abort with an 
assertion failure instead of simply returning a failure condition.

CVE-2015-7871 NAK to the Future: 
Symmetric association 
authentication bypass via 
crypto-NAK 

A logic error could allow an attacker to force a victims ntpd to 
peer with malicious time sources of the attacker's choosing 
and, therefore, to control time arbitrarily. The “NAK to the 
Future” attack leverages a logic error in ntpd's handling of 
certain crypto-NAK packets. When a vulnerable ntpd receives 
an NTP symmetric active crypto-NAK packet, it will peer with 
the sender bypassing the authentication typically required to 
establish a peer association.

Table 3 Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures

Vulnerability CVE Number Summary Technical Details
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https://tools.cisco.com/RPF/register/register.do?exit_url=

Open CDETS
The following table lists the open CDETS in the CPS 8.1.0 release.

Table 4 Open CDETS

CDETS ID Headline

CSCur19561 Elasticsearch service crashed every 7-8 Hrs.

CSCur68777 10-qns-default.conf has inappropriate Allow/Deny directives

CSCus13496 Graphite records occasionally get corrupted

CSCus24935 “Data store is not available” error is observed during plain longevity - SessionCache

This is a known issue with MongoDB.

CSCus48309 An error occurred while updating a session observed during longevity

This is a known issue with MongoDB.

CSCus65782 In IPV6 Configuration, Jvalidate Script fails when Subnetmask is 64

CSCut37335 GR Migration: migration script should clearly log failure reasons

CSCut47489 Collectd service is responsible for high load in PCRFClient

CSCut99966 haproxy stats page returns 503 error

CSCuu13030 collectd is being restarted on periodic basis

CSCuu29523 QPS: Documentation for adding features is insufficient (e.g POP3)

CSCuu70484 Grafana: Zooming Issue

CSCuv03729 QPS: fresh install of HA sp-wifi require additional configurations

CSCuv17518 CPS: “Message Timeouts” feature for Gy based interface is not working

CSCuv68347 Incorrect Syp_ASA sent by CPS

CSCuv93615 CPS: In AIO, default staging port for Policy Reporting Config wrong

CSCuv95610 Domain Unknown Service not installed on session limit breach

CSCuy28309 In service upgrade fails due to overwritten /etc/hosts installer entry

CSCuw05633 import_deploy.sh script failed with UnicodeDecodeError

CSCuw23825 Mongo Assertion issue found during ROW longevity

This is a known issue with MongoDB.

CSCuw28554 capture_env.sh is not capturing logs

Workaround: Capture logs manually.

CSCuw28714 Grafana does not show Secondary & Arbiter mongo db stat

CSCuw46250 VIP failover not working when active LB is deleted

CSCuw50384 pwauth needed for Grafana

Workaround: Until pwauth is enabled, use the static .htpasswd scheme. Refer to the Graphite 
and Grafana chapter in the CPS Operations Guide for instructions to create Grafana users.

CSCuw56554 CPS install includes wrong default port for AUDIT, should be 27725

CSCuw57201 Duplicate queries for scrolling large CRD in CC

CSCuw57442 Grafana Issue while displaying counters for Gx Session
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CSCuw64947 Wrong Rx session to Gx session mapping in Longevity

CSCuw70243 sctp connection goes down when monit and qns stops

CSCuw70624 CCR-U is not happening after lb switchover in SCTP mode

CSCuw75260 Memory utilization spike observed in sessionmgr VM on CRD data change

Workaround: Set the cust_ref_data database socket timeout to high value (for example, 
60000) by modifying the following parameter in the qns.conf file:

-DcrdDbSocketTimeout=60000

CSCuw78904 GR sys test: Errors observed while running 25% balance operation TPS

CSCuw79051 Already established Gx interface goes down after adding Rx interface.

CSCuw81317 on pcrfclient /dev/vda1 size will be full

CSCuw86406 installation failed-lb01 & lb02 hosts did not finish puppet successfully

CSCuw89807 SNMP: JMX and SNMP KPI values are not matching

CSCuw90388 Missing Origin-Realm doesn't throw 5005 missing avp

CSCuw90435 Missing CC-Request-type doesn't throw 5005 missing avp

CSCuw92585 ISSU: Calls are dropped b/w end of Set1 upgrade to start of Set2 upgrade

CSCuw95913 After reestablishing the SCTP network CCR-U/A, SLR/SLA is not happening.

CSCuw96979 CPS throws exception for Override-Control values when pulled from table

CSCuw99019 CPS sends Override Control AVP even when the CRD entries are NULL

CSCuw99778 Issue creating CRD Index

CSCux00561 Insecure HTTP methods enabled

CSCux00653 VMW: VTP-EST-FLOOD: Remain stable during EST'ed flood attack

CSCux02077 CA-PRI-sessionmgr02 is in RECOVERING state after migrate_primary execute

CSCux02301 Service configuration objects description not present in CPS doc

CSCux02327 CPS documentation missing the info on initiator conditions options

CSCux02880 GR sys test: Memcached failure, java.util.concurrent.TimeoutException

CSCux03236 CPS Unable to add Sy service middle of ongoing Gx session

CSCux03248 need to generated multi-homing link fluctuation trap for sctp

CSCux03543 CCA-I containing a 3003 failure code (Diameter_Realm_Not_Served).

CSCux03765 qns VM's not upgraded after upgrade

CSCux03824 ISO install is messing up /etc/hosts on AIO

CSCux03884 ISSU: Upgrade fails pointing to puppet run even though puppet completes

CSCux03903 Scripts needs hostname entries in specific order

CSCux05530 restartall.sh script does not wait 30s between stop/start on both LBs

CSCux06361 CPS is not sending DPR while running restartall.sh

CSCux06373 CPS should stagger restart qns processes on both LBs in restartall.sh

CSCux06800 disk size getting full on os1-control node on open stack environment

CSCux07589 Policy Builder is not accessible

CSCux09172 ISSU: Monit starts qns VM qns-1 during Set2 upgrade causing call failures

CSCux13418 CPS fails to generate CDR when sessionmgr01 is secondary

Table 4 Open CDETS
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Resolved CDETS
The following table lists the resolved/verified CDETS in the CPS 8.1.0 release.

CSCux13424 High frequency SVN access from PB creating huge httpd access logs

CSCux15276 TACACS+ generic users cannot SSH into pcrfclients or LBs

CSCux15381 qns-admin users cannot start/stop qns processes

CSCux18449 Consolidate mog CDR logs are not capturing all the logs

CSCux19020 Lot of 5002 errors observed during 8.x iso upgrade

CSCux19670 Policy Builder - Invalid url in about.sh

CSCux19919 GR A/A sys test: Stale session RAR TPS issue

CSCux20241 LDAP thread exception on sprint 9 and LDAP connections down

CSCux20558 2 sessions gets created when using Correlation key as callingstationID

CSCux20559 US3972_Scheduled_based_RanCongestion functionality is not working.

CSCux20675 CPS [7.9.9]: High message timeouts observed after qnsxx power on

CSCux22881 Bearer Independent NPLI feature does not work correctly

CSCux23775 GR A/A sys test:Mismatch in number of inserts vs deletes in session bkup

CSCux24095 No traps for license (warning and critical) when exceeds the assigned

CSCux24568 Could not start TCP server: Address in use for logstash after ISSU.

CSCux24784 Customized hostnames are not working using Orchestration API

CSCux25348 Duplicate CDR records in EDR Files

CSCux25837 Sessionmgr configuration should be read from policy Builder

CSCux25852 GR A/A sys test: Impact on call model during reconcile from balance bkup

CSCux26732 Potential Control Plane Loop when diameter reset is triggered

CSCux94537 About.sh have an error message & wrong Patch details

CSCux99807 rsyslog does not send actual hostname in syslog

Workaround: If VMs are deployed using custom hostnames, add the hostname to the 
/etc/rysyslog.conf file on each VM:

$LocalHostName <hostname>

Then restart rsyslogd on the VM:

/bin/kill -HUP `cat /var/run/syslogd.pid 2> /dev/null` 2> /dev/null

Table 4 Open CDETS

CDETS ID Headline

Table 5 Resolved CDETS

CDETS ID Headline

CSCun28846 Validation needed when QNS, and PCRFCLIENT entries has same IP

CSCun28895 Validation required to check uniqueness of host names in network.conf

CSCup51578 CRD table query for version change timer need to be configurable

CSCup67507 QPS: GR: No document procedure for using Policy Builder during site loss
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CSCup74020 Event Time stamp and RAT type_Gy EDR

CSCuq22511 Correct CONSOLIDATED-JMX error in service-qns-1.log

CSCuq83478 IPV6 diameter peer

CSCuq95382 QPS security flaw needs to be resolved

CSCuq99218 when executing command “service --status-all” puppet runs twice

CSCur24557 QPS Net-SNMP tool display error in attributes

CSCur34921 import_deploy.sh: Needs to perform basic input validation.

CSCur34930 First ssh from installer VM prompts to add nodes to known_hosts file.

CSCur37213 TAC: Traps sent to the NMS have no sysUpTimeInstance (TImeTicks)

CSCur55771 QPS - No alarm for primary Sp link down, and coming up

CSCur56193 haproxy logging: wrong level and not being received by rsyslogd.

CSCur56206 GR: build_set.sh should set priority to 2 to primary members by default

CSCur61535 Default repository does not get loaded in 7.0.0.6 AIO

CSCur66249 import_deploy.sh hangs if installer is unreachable

CSCur74955 Audit errors from diagnostics.sh

CSCur82209 build_set.sh does not perform thorough cleanups

CSCur82968 ntpd not installed on AIO 7.0.0.0 GA

CSCur86734 Internal user account require longer password expire period 

CSCur99924 Grafana: graphite-web produces traceback exception OSError

CSCus13388 QPS: add_user.sh doesn't work to add a user to SVN

CSCus30699 Detect and Notify if svn sync from pcrfclient01 to pcrfclient02 fails

CSCus33456 Wrapper API failing on site 1 and site 2 during longevity GR Option 0

CSCus40572 SNMP: unknown critical traps being raised for config_servers

CSCus48079 QPS send incorrect QoS in Sd dynamic rule

CSCus50715 shiprock missing std utilities: unzip, traceroute, telnet, vi colors

CSCus63331 Handovers are not working when pending transaction feature is enabled

CSCus66142 NullPointerException:FaultManager.java file (108 line)

CSCus68349 qns_hb parameter for qns failure

CSCus70519 Missing counters in the csv

CSCus70654 Trap generation, severity for license threshold not in expected behavior

CSCus74591 QPS Logs Errors are complaining about ANDSF configuration

CSCus79403 snmp community string addition and port change to be permanent

CSCus81880 lb01/02 fail to cluster after image snapshot and auto-start

CSCus82210 mon_db_for_callmodel.sh script not working correctly

CSCus86785 QPS: Result Code 5012 for missing Plan value in LDAP Search Response

CSCus93107 QPS: PCC rule installation with TOD schedule on Timezone change

CSCut01574 top_qps.sh: pcrfclient01 is a single point of failure.
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CSCut05997 Regression: Wrong QCI received for MPS regression cases

CSCut06529 Vendor-Id and Product-Name not stored in Peer from CER

CSCut08953 allow access to svn from arbitervip

CSCut11481 restartall.sh: ERROR: Failed to start process on lb0x

CSCut25348 jvalidate.py and addKey.sh: /root/.ssh/config: No such file or directory

CSCut38449 GR Migration: After migration backup DB's not restored

CSCut38496 GR Migration: migration script should be able to run from any dir

CSCut39265 Missing Information In TAL Logs

CSCut48237 MySQL replication

CSCut48523 CCA-I does not come when client's realm is not present in inbound realm

CSCut48730 Incorrect default Expiration in Control Centre for One Time Quota

CSCut56401 SRU calls a function that was removed -- SRU package name changed

CSCut58182 TAL logs use incorrect format for some AVPs & numerical values

CSCut70134 stats: undocumented counters being generated

CSCut80386 QPS: Radius install isgprepaid in not consistent

CSCut81035 /etc/hosts update resulted in zero length hosts table.

CSCut82616 memcached process trap generation should be VM specific in 7.5

CSCut83017 deploy-all.sh asks password multiple times

CSCut83210 multiple diam-int-vip not supported

CSCut85211 Policy Builder Accepts Incorrect Password

CSCut86989 diagnostics.sh shows pass even qns process dead

CSCut87612 disagnostics.sh hangs when retrieving info from qns VMs

CSCut88042 start-session of type “null” does not fail when balance is depleted

CSCut91843 install.sh: Please change 'Error: Nothing to do' messages

CSCut93366 Configuration parameters to be incorporated into build

CSCut93900 CCR-I timeouts after one hour of 1800TPS traffic

CSCut96057 Statistics: Spending-Status-Notification stats using wrong abbreviation

CSCut96413 sync_times.sh: Script will stall if any host is offline

CSCut98377 QPS/CPS Undocumented Peer Statististics Bulk Stats

CSCut98747 OutOfMemory after performance test crashed

CSCuu03978 QNS Sec: change password is  not having Expected Behavior

CSCuu04454 QPS env_export.sh Scripts Needs to Handle Other DB Host Locations

CSCuu14834 Multiple Collectd processes running in the same time in the Pcrfclients

CSCuu23583 console.log file is too long (78gb)

CSCuu27585 Error in diagnostics.sh related to ANDSF Feature when not enabled
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CSCuu31004 Issue with patch install / undo script

CSCuu35085 In Service Migration Causes Errors once new 7.X QNS node is up

CSCuu39245 Build_script.sh does not detect file permission changes

CSCuu43317 Scheduled Events Configuration Issue -- multiple notification send

CSCuu43568 OOMError: Java heap space on GR F/O on all Primary SM down for Session db

CSCuu47310 cc01 cc02 SVN repository synchronization not maintained over time.

CSCuu47315 SVN repository updates don't get synched back from cc02 to cc01

CSCuu47370 curator package missing from pcrfclient02

CSCuu48387 Issue due to reservations not being reconciled

CSCuu49362 End Date for Stackable Quotas is not reconciled from bkup db

CSCuu49496 2 digit MNC support in QPS

CSCuu49936 LB FAILOVER on S1 - Sessioncache and balancedb are not migrated to S2

CSCuu50218 Difference in reconciliation of available credit from bkup to primary db

CSCuu50324 Additional rollover quota added on reconciliation from bkup to primaryDB

CSCuu50755 NullPointerException thrown when accessing subscriber record in CC

CSCuu53349 Dictionary Compression Issue

CSCuu54447 Typo in DEBUG message: Best match search executing

CSCuu57900 ALL SESSIONMGR DOWN FAILOVER - Call model unstable

CSCuu58444 Restore Domain -> Provisioning -> Voucher Registration

CSCuu58830 NullPointerException when reservation is from multiple credits in bkup

CSCuu58857 Stop syprime handle timeout/retry

CSCuu59561 set_priority.sh should set lowest priority as 2 and not 1

CSCuu59650 stopall.sh script changes the priority of all DBs on Site1

CSCuu59785 mon_db_for_callmodel is monitoring the replica sets when lb01/lb02 down

CSCuu60456 NCS Automation: Provisioning GW version in the CRD

CSCuu61776 NullPointerException when merging credit from bkup db on recurring quota

CSCuu62220 Authentication Dampening is not working for AAA Proxy authorization

CSCuu63437 ASE QPS Does not Support GX + GY Combined TPS 1500 - 2000

CSCuu64732 Exception during GR site  failover with Balance backup db

CSCuu67587 Sending same proxy accounting packet multiple times

CSCuu69003 Reservations not removed on session termination following reconciliation

CSCuu71548 install.sh: SVN repository to should be from lbvip02, not pcrfclient01

CSCuu73119 Failure in refresh of svn data is causing memory leaks

CSCuu73406 Some process is leaving tempDirs under /tmp of lb nodes.

CSCuu75212 The e-bit in the Command Flags should be set for Result-Codes of 3xxx

CSCuu76537 Null Pointer Exception thrown for local HA failover for Balance DB
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CSCuu76840 cannot deploy VMs $ sign in  hypervisor password  in configuration.csv

CSCuu77268 PB: Default URL for new repository should be lbvip02, not pcrfclient01

CSCuu77520 In service migration fails on build_svn.sh

CSCuu78995 initialize_svn script does not check md5 checksum

CSCuu79501 Upgrade AIO fails httpd downgrade

CSCuu80142 TPS degraded while reconciliation on local HA scenario

CSCuu81062 CPS: ConcurrentModificationException while responding to Rx-AAR

CSCuu81254 No Gy RAR on QuotaRecharge event mid-session

CSCuu81654 VIPs do not start properly on new LB deployment

CSCuu85319 SVN Repository UUID needs to be same across Primary and secondary VM

CSCuu86308 CPS Statistics Spreadsheet Missing Description Column

CSCuu86836 LDAP timeout causes CCA-I messages with 3004 errors

CSCuu86841 Policy Builder AIO - aioDefault keyword breaks PB edits

CSCuu87894 Misleading “Site Down” trap

CSCuu87949 build_set.sh add members could not add if multiple setname in the config

CSCuu87957 Automatic and manual sessionmgr recovery failing at 15K TPS

CSCuu88443 Failure of regression case for audit

CSCuu88627 At high TPS audit records in log file for bkup balance DB are missed

CSCuu89810 restartall.sh: Script doesn't work if host is offline:

CSCuu89980 Vendor-Id AVP missing in Experimental-Result AVP in Rx AAA

CSCuu90727 Diameter bulkstats generation issue QPS 7.0.1

CSCuu91377 “3002:Realm: all peers are down” alarm not taking appId into account

CSCuu94338 CCR-I ULI decode of MCC MNC failing if RAI sent

CSCuu94596 SNMP trap to clear existing resync alarm is not sent

CSCuu94894 Cannot install plugin using build_all.sh and reinit.sh

CSCuu96455 Haproxy check interval need to be updated to 30sec from default of 2sec

CSCuu98870 Records are getting logged and removed if exception in Reconciliation

CSCuv00293 IPv6: lbvip is not coming up with IPv6 netmask as 64.

CSCuv01577 AIO Fresh install not able to run top_qps.sh

CSCuv03433 top_qps.sh: Doesn't reattach to qnsxx processes if they're restarted.

CSCuv05520 ChangeBalanceSubscriberId API call not working as expected

CSCuv06788 import_deploy.sh: Filenames that will be processed

CSCuv07072 top_qps.sh: Script prints accumulated data if a qns process is stopped

CSCuv09809 about.sh returns obsolete product information

CSCuv10389 CPS missing AVPs in Sy AAR/STR message
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CSCuv12660 monit package missing from shiprock node: restartall.sh gives error.

CSCuv14153 patch -r claims it is removing patches, when none have been installed.

CSCuv14509 if monitor_replica.sh fails after a power outage, app fails to start

CSCuv15273 QPS sending Radius Disconnect message to WLC directly instead via samog

CSCuv17055 Revert back to the original RAN congestion behavior using scheduled RAR

CSCuv21003 Hit connection exceptions when restart qns process on LB VMs

CSCuv23203 CsvReplication - File is closed abruptly with incomplete last CDR

CSCuv28472 SPR needs the ability to have separate db system properties

CSCuv34416 Duplicated Sy outbound connections after policy change

CSCuv34686 diagnostics.sh --get_replica_status script is doing ping check

CSCuv36737 CPS rest service should support gzip encoding and decoding of content

CSCuv42444 API documentation does not cover unsupported characters

CSCuv43474 diagnostics.sh --verbose mode check_ignored_hosts error

CSCuv43903 Username and account session ID are missing in radius accept message

CSCuv44995 Stale session cleanup process fails in CPS 7.5

CSCuv45197 Policy Builder - Modifying .json loaded files in PB causes corruption

CSCuv47249 Overload handling not working

CSCuv47344 Diagnostics wrong status when External VIP are unreachable from pcrfclient

CSCuv48546 Sy Peer Corruption

CSCuv50323 snmp_eventlog_fwd issues in haproxy after upgrade

CSCuv50400 printing un relevant information during stop all execution

CSCuv50436 when you run recover_svn_sync.sh no logs are populated on terminal

CSCuv53606 shiprock missing std utilitis: iostat/lsof

CSCuv53714 Some EDRs are not getting replicated

CSCuv57697 Multiple collectd running on the systems

CSCuv58058 CPS Rest failing if Content-Encoding is “xml” & Accept-Encoding:gzip

CSCuv60197 policyRepositories.xml zeros out when a blank policy is loaded from gui

CSCuv60349 Script /etc/init.d/sessionmgr-port to stop the sessionmgr VM is failing

CSCuv61213 Session key should be with only mac not combination of NAS IP and MAC

CSCuv61807 CPS doesn't send messages to the highest rating Sy Peer

CSCuv62364 Zmq library - Unset flags - Fix Performance Issues

CSCuv62397 Log level Changes, Surround Code with try catch

CSCuv63134 Account-Logoff template not working properly in 6.1.1

CSCuv65071 Override of any password in the policy with SSID password parameter 

CSCuv65983 PMIP session switched to unknown upon refresh profile or accounting msg

CSCuv69100 Query executing against primary node instead of secondary node.

CSCuv72581 CPS revalidation fails due to corrupted sessions
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CSCuv76496 Cannot set snmp trap community on Configuration.csv per QPS 7.5 IG

CSCuv77429 The clear trap for Corosync Process has wrong severity.

CSCuv79371 Upgrade JDK from 1.0.8_11 to 1.0.8_45

CSCuv79937 capture_env.sh cannot be executed by TACACS user with qns-admin role

CSCuv81633 Session is not terminated on receiving Acct stop for ASR5K PEP

CSCuv82570 Test Domain Mapping feature in Domain Summary does not work

CSCuv84365 CPS throws MongoException

CSCuv87350 Backward compatibility issue for Gx stale session timer

CSCuv89868 qps diagnostics.sh fails with file not found error from grep

CSCuv92346 '/var/qps/bin/update/' path is not set on cluman vm

CSCuv92732 Two CoA sent for Location Query

CSCuv92850 System Plugin is not visible in PB with System.json

CSCuv93328 Extra Gx RAR generated, Action timer ignored: Subscriber delet

CSCuv93777 Bug in net-snmp generates error msgs if eth interfaces with >1 IP

CSCuw02007 False Mongo failover alert if total sets exceeds 9. 

CSCuw02180 Fixes for indexing and aggregation query

CSCuw02952 QPS: Call disconnects automatically during quota consumption

CSCuw04652 rpms error during enable_tacacs+ script run.

CSCuw05595 Provisioned storage for each VM is 30 GB after new image install

CSCuw06106 Gx CCR-U is rejected with Result-Code = 5005

CSCuw08227 Password in Multiple SMSC/Email server list should not be clear text

CSCuw12681 Fix unit tests

CSCuw14170 Support to send trap on Detection of LDAP failure and Gx Msg Processing

CSCuw16039 Diagnostics.sh error: Could not connect to port Logging on lbvip02

CSCuw17236 Not able to Observe repositories In AIO for Fresh-Deployment using new image

CSCuw17395 LB not able to send LdapResponse to QNS over zmq

CSCuw18695 3-way video conference is failing

CSCuw18837 SNR Registration [from QPS to HSS] is sent with wrong MSISDN format

CSCuw20033 Changing all conf files related to SNMP get and walk request for SNMP v3

CSCuw22733 alarm notification is not coming when SMSC goes down

CSCuw23214 CPS sends CCA-U success when ULI info not provided

CSCuw23495 CPS is not accepting '26' Event-Trigger as USAGE-REPORT from PCEF.

CSCuw24872 SVN repo and revision shall be displayed in PB UI

CSCuw26621 GR 6.1 few QNS VMs CPU grow high due to mongo issue

CSCuw26632 During SRVCC (Volte call) PCRF is not explicitly removing the rules
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CSCuw27358 LDAP Incompatibility between 7.0.x and 7.5

CSCuw27608 Session Serialization Exceptions during 7.0 to 7.5 in-service upgrade

CSCuw28095 PSB Compliance SEC-TIM-LOG: Log changes to system time

CSCuw28554 capture_env.sh is not capturing logs

CSCuw29633 Grafana graphs fail to load data due to permission issue

CSCuw29639 Exception not handled properly for wrong realm name pattern

CSCuw33285 Prevent stale session RAR cross site switching

CSCuw34250 Hostnames are appended with 'novalocal' after VM restarts/recovers.

CSCuw35081 Upgrade JDK from 1.0.8_11 to 1.0.8_45 on CPS VM

CSCuw38430 Restarting Lbs multiple times create hung sockets of 2800X.

CSCuw39944 SCTP Installation via puppet

CSCuw41214 In qns-log & qns-engine-log email server detail is not showing port inf

CSCuw43138 Error in import_deploy.py while converting csv to json

CSCuw43325 CPS incorrectly terminating Sy and Gx session

CSCuw45043 Puppet error on yum install jdk

CSCuw45874 GX RAR not sent when new media type sent during SIP forking

CSCuw47499 Missing and incorrect configuration files for mon_db scripts in ISO

CSCuw49463 Control Center: Search results get cleared while updating table

CSCuw49473 CC: Searching tables can return inconsistent, inaccurate results.

CSCuw50703 PCRF should send service-indication AVP in UDR and SNR

CSCuw50763 CPS - extra interfaces on all VMs

CSCuw50944 CPS - memcached not under monits control on pcrfclient nodes

CSCuw51404 Call-Flow thread should not mark 'remove' flag while balance reconciliation.

CSCuw51438 PSB:- support of SEC-SNM-SHA96

CSCuw51445 Add SNMPv3 support for component traps

CSCuw54151 Post install directives in platform installer inaccurate

CSCuw55024 Accounting Start switches an authorized session to unknown

CSCuw56624 base.pp has Puppet parser errors 

CSCuw56853 CPS sends 5012 in CCA-I when there is no UDA

CSCuw56859 CPS creates an Sh Session even incase of UDR Timeout which is incorrect 

CSCuw57672 Illegal Capacity -32768 Error during processing policy request

CSCuw57981 Deleting quota causes qns ERROR

CSCuw59237 diameter peer up trap shows wrong severity.

CSCuw60047 Wrong abort cause code during SRVCC on iPhone6 in CPS 7.0.1

CSCuw60363 CPS cannot parse XML received from UDA

CSCuw61345 Frequent snmp traps for Low memory alert.

CSCuw64729 Cluster Shutdown-utility & reconfiguring DB priorities
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CSCuw64976 DiameterMessageDealer: Error submitting message to lb during longevity

Workaround: Refer to “Error Submitting Message to lb during Longevity” section of the CPS 
Troubleshooting Guide.

CSCuw67291 CPS Platform - ISSU - remove 2nd vm-init run on qns and sessionmgr VMs

CSCuw67495 wrong value in the Monitoring-Key(MK) AVP in CCA.

CSCuw70485 Suppress or remove extra PB attributes shown in Multi SMSC.

CSCuw70701 ISSU: UI's are not launchable during ISSU because of httpd process state

CSCuw71335 grafana dashboard asking authentication required frequently.

CSCuw73586 Support for multiple subscriber-Id in SpendingLimitReport

CSCuw75260 Memory utilization spike observed in sessionmgr VM on CRD data change

CSCuw78613 Some qns not able to upgrade to latest svn after policy builder publish

CSCuw79432 httpd configuration has changed and now logs fill up AIO/HA disk space

CSCuw80866 Backward compatibility of system.json

CSCuw82217 “Temporary issue migrating balance” null pointer exception.

CSCuw82923 Rebalance balance shards throws error if qns process stoped in between

CSCuw83172 scripts traps are not working

CSCuw84031 CPS Platform - ISSU - increase sleep time in pp_status*.sh

CSCuw85545 Pb opening on wrong URL

CSCuw87232 migrate_primary.sh fails - when ID and array index are mismatch

CSCuw87562 Customized hostnames are not working

CSCuw87922 ISSU: qns0x qns process not stopped by Monit before starting the upgrade

CSCuw88764 monit keep on restarting logstash after upgrade.

CSCuw89672 Missing & Incorrectly documented stats in the CPS stats sheet

CSCuw89966 misleading grafana stats after smgr vm's restart novalocal appending

CSCuw91111 ISSU: Upgrade shld be terminated if create set sh set txt file not found

CSCuw91447 “DIAMETER_UNABLE_TO_COMPLY (5012)” in AA response on ims call

CSCuw91480 All emails are not sent to 1 server if 2 servers are down of 3 configured

CSCuw92409 Wrong balance sent in real-time notification when two balances assigned

CSCuw93330 Need installation script for MOG

CSCuw93720 mon_db_for_lb_failover.sh script not working - when index &amp; id mismatch

CSCuw93987 Stats related to disk read write operation not available

CSCuw95252 CPS: CRD Trigger and STG support for JsonInitiator as containment

CSCuw97597 Error while running- /var/qps/bin/support/change_passwd.sh

CSCuw97782 Balance reconciliation update counters are not getting matched

CSCuw99615 SLR-I not sent from QPS due to NPE

CSCux01625 CPS install failing due to IPv6 enhancements in Platform

CSCux01889 [ERROR] Failed to set priority to 0 during migrate_primary.sh execution
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CSCux02256 CPS not sending Charging-Information AVP is ONLINE/OFFLINE is not set

CSCux02279 Dev env should be able to use Mac installed svn

CSCux02776 GR A/A sys test: Internal datastore exception occurred in policy action

CSCux03155 auditrpms.sh script doesn't handle white spaces

CSCux04055 Diagnostics failures on pcrfclient01 VM when firewall State is enabled

CSCux04282 CPS: PB: Json services, Json Initiator, and Network Reference Points categories disappeared

CSCux04973 No error response from CPS for Gx terminate action in Sy Synch call

CSCux05362 mcc.xml missing in /etc/broadhop/pcrf

CSCux06009 Openstack - Performance testing issues

CSCux06025 snmpd on sessionmgrs monitors nonexistent /data filesystem

CSCux06445 CPS not sending updated ANGW IP in Sy' STR after CCR-T

CSCux07607 deploy_kvm.sh won't deploy nodes with replication interfaces

CSCux09178 Turn off grafana reporting

CSCux09183 CPS: PB: Order of Json service's configuration templates not maintained

CSCux09362 about.sh Copyright needs to be udpated

CSCux15321 snmpd sends a spurious low swap trap

CSCux15323 about.sh is showing private ip on AIO

CSCux15335 ISSU: Upgrade should disable swap

CSCux16438 On RAR timeout nextEvalTime is set to expirationTime

CSCux16679 Diagnostics Failure on Upgrade to latest FCV build

CSCux17634 Installation option 2 should be removed for 8.0 fresh/Upgrade install

CSCux17851 RPM updates missing in upgrade

CSCux19009 Rule Status to be exposed as Generic-AVP on CPS

CSCux19402 Balance DB subscriber division based on hash

CSCux23888 GR A/A sys test: Error creating subscriber with balance

CSCux24332 CDR wrong prepend when File Name Include Db Name is checked

CSCux24398 Different o/p for diagnostics.sh in installer and pcrfclient01

CSCux24486 AIO Installation on VMWare failing during puppet run.

CSCux24538 CPS to send Subscription ID AVP on Sy-STR + MSISDN retrievers request

CSCux24826 Customized hostnames are not working with deploy scripts

CSCux26802 diag_functions.sh: line 293: $SWAPLOGFILE: ambiguous redirect on AIO

CSCux27507 ISSU: Puppet status check run twice for each Set install

CSCux27676 Onboarding data is lost on simultaneous reboot of sessionmgr vms.

CSCux28761 pp_status_sets.sh has a logic error checking for puppet run completion

CSCux37056 typo in output of build_all.sh

CSCux38529 GR A/A sys test: Balance queries continue at high TPS after failover

CSCux39348 EDR generation is duplicated on SAE-GW and F5

CSCux40228 There is no logs of MOG in consolidated-qns.log file at pcrfclient01.

CSCux40986 retryOnAlternateNode is failed

Table 5 Resolved CDETS
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Related Documentation
Related Documentation 
This section contains information about the documentation available for Cisco Policy Suite.

Release-Specific Documents 
Refer to the following documents for better understanding of the Cisco Policy Suite.

 Cisco Policy Suite/Mobile Orchestration Gateway SNMP and Alarms Guide

 Cisco Policy Suite ANDSF Configuration Guide

 Cisco Policy Suite Backup and Restore Guide

 Cisco Policy Suite Control Center 3.6 Interface Guide for Full Privilege Administrators

 Cisco Policy Suite Control Center 3.6 Interface Guide for View Only Administrators

 Cisco Policy Suite Dynamic Orchestration Guide

 Cisco Policy Suite Geographic Redundancy Guide

 Cisco Policy Suite Installation Guide

 Cisco Policy Suite Mobile Configuration Guide

 Cisco Policy Suite Operations Guide

CSCux42804 typo in output within config_cluman.sh

CSCux42862 No CCA-I sent when receiving CCR-I containing mandatory AVP empty data

CSCux46599 CPS sends CCA-I-5005 for missing of An-GW-Address AVPs

CSCux52073 Rx AAR with Preliminary Service Information not working

CSCux54389 Authorization Errors DIAMETER_USER_UNKNOWN (5030)

CSCux55601 VM take long time to boot up

CSCux55606 Cluster Manager take long time to boot up

CSCux59100 GR A/A sys test: Cache ring moving from BALANCED to REPAIR_REQUIRED

CSCux72049 IMP/EXP Service Configs Export is not working

CSCux80136 NIC issue on ESX6.0 setup

CSCux83370 GR sys test: Balance DB failover not working on one GR site

CSCux83798 Need to reserve memory only when ESXi host is standalone

CSCux86562 Call Failure during ISSU 7.5.1-->8.1

CSCux87446 High Availability issues observed during LB failover/failback

CSCux89947 ISSU 7.0.5 -> 8.1 failure with com.broadhop.retry.RetryInfo exceptions

CSCux98168 Consolidated syslog is not output to a file on pcrfclient VMs

Refer to “Enable Consolidated Syslog Output To Files on PCRFClient VMs” in the CPS 8.1.0 
Troubleshooting Guide for instructions.”

Table 5 Resolved CDETS
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Obtaining Documentation and Submitting a Service Request
 Cisco Policy Suite Policy Reporting Guide

 Cisco Policy Suite Troubleshooting Guide

 Cisco Policy Suite Upgrade Guide

 Cisco Policy Suite Wi-Fi Configuration Guide

The documents can be downloaded from the following links:

 Common Guides: 
http://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/support/wireless/quantum-policy-suite-bng/products-installation-and-configurati
on-guides-list.html

 Mobile Configuration Guide: 
http://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/support/wireless/quantum-policy-suite-mobile/products-installation-and-configur
ation-guides-list.html 

 Wi-Fi Configuration Guide: 
http://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/support/wireless/quantum-policy-suite-wi-fi/products-installation-and-configurati
on-guides-list.html 

Obtaining Documentation and Submitting a Service Request
For information on obtaining documentation, using the Cisco Bug Search Tool (BST), submitting a service request, and 
gathering additional information, see What’s New in Cisco Product Documentation at: 
http://www.cisco.com/en/US/docs/general/whatsnew/whatsnew.html.

Subscribe to What’s New in Cisco Product Documentation, which lists all new and revised Cisco technical 
documentation, as an RSS feed and deliver content directly to your desktop using a reader application. The RSS feeds 
are a free service.

This document is to be used in conjunction with the documents listed in the Obtaining Documentation and Submitting a 
Service Request, page 50 section.

Cisco and the Cisco logo are trademarks or registered trademarks of Cisco and/or its affiliates in the U.S. and other 
countries. To view a list of Cisco trademarks, go to this URL: www.cisco.com/go/trademarks. Third-party trademarks 
mentioned are the property of their respective owners. The use of the word partner does not imply a partnership 
relationship between Cisco and any other company. (1110R)

Any Internet Protocol (IP) addresses and phone numbers used in this document are not intended to be actual addresses 
and phone numbers. Any examples, command display output, network topology diagrams, and other figures included in 
the document are shown for illustrative purposes only. Any use of actual IP addresses or phone numbers in illustrative 
content is unintentional and coincidental.

© 2016 Cisco Systems, Inc. All rights reserved.
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